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The most important physical phenomena involving exchange of energy and/or signal
transmission take place on surfaces. And surface topography or texture play a very
important role in functional performance, like wetting, reflection, etc, as in Table 1
and the gutter. “Structured surfaces” which is defined as the surface where
deterministic patterned geometric features dominate, as a novel branch of
functional surfaces, is emerging.
Table 1 Applications of structured surfaces
In manufacture of structured surfaces,
evaluation (measurement and
characterization) is essential. But
because of their special topography.
1. High aspect ratios
2. High slopes
3. 3D nature with re-entrances
4. Very fine topographic scale but with
very large scaled covering area




methods, like Sa, work in vain for
structured surfaces.
New measuring, sampling and
characterization methods are in need.
θ
Roughness
Generic measurement tasks to be 





5. Texture and roughness






etc.  (Figure 1)
Figure 1 Generic measurement tasks
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Characterization of structured surfaces
differs from the conventional methods,
which is deterministic, and may be
periodic, or rotational symmetric.
Feature parameters extraction based on
signal process is in standardization. A general
method named as “Surface intrinsic feature
based method” (SIFM) is shown in Figure 2.
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